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CLEANING | Diversey | Suma Kitchen Hygiene Best Seller

DIVERSEY SUMA HYGIENE - See pages 254 - 256 for kitchen hygiene utensils.

The Suma system is a comprehensive range of quality products and systems designed to ensure hygienic cleaning. All products 
are highly concentrated with the most effective formulations available giving a sparkling, hygienically clean kitchen.

6 x 2Ltr - 7010025
2 x 5Ltr - 7508233 6 x 2Ltr - 7010036 2 x 5Ltr - 100862178 6 x 2Ltr - 100834192

D2 MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER D3 EXTEND HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER D3.5 BREAK UP DEGREASER D5 CALC LIMESCALE REMOVER

Concentrated all-purpose detergent for 
cleaning hard surfaces, including floors, 
walls, ceilings and general equipment. 

Do not use on polished aluminium. 

Ready to use liquid degreaser. Fast acting 
and very effective on greasy surfaces. 

Formulated to be non caustic and safe for 
use on aluminum surfaces.

Concentrated liquid degreaser. Powerful 
formula cuts through heavily soiled surfaces 
in the kitchen and leaves it clean and shiny. 

Formulated to be safe on aluminium.

Concentrated acidic cleaner for the 
removal of limescale. Improve hygiene 

security. Excellent cost in use by 
concentrated formulation.

2 x 5Ltr - 7516314 6 x 750ml - 7513553 6 x 2Ltr - 7010064
2 x 5Ltr - 7010157 2 x 5Ltr - 100885707

D5.2 SCALE LIMESCALE REMOVER D7 INOX STAINLESS STEEL POLISH D9 GRILL OVEN & GRILL CLEANER D10 BAC DETERGENT SANITISER

Non-corrosive acidic cleaner for the 
removal of limescale. Brightens dull metal 
surfaces by removing oxide film. Safer in 

use due to non-corrosive formulation

Ready to use stainless steel polish 
for surfaces that are not used in the 

preparation of food. Gives shine back and 
removes spots and marks from the surface.

Not suitable for aluminum. Powerful alkali 
action removes even heavily carbonised 
soil. Ideal for use on ovens, grills & sala-
manders & diluted for cleaning of fryers. 

Concentrated detergent disinfectant for 
cleaning and disinfectant of all 

surfaces in food premises. One product to 
clean and disinfect.

2 x 5Ltr - 100862180 1 x 10kg - 7010069 2 x 5L - 100835440 1 x 10Kg - 100873427

D4.4 CHLOR DISINFECTANT D9.1 FRIT POWDER FOR FRYER CLEANING K1 DIP LIQUID DESTAINER/PRESOAKER K2 POWDER DESTAINER/PRE-SOAKER

Concentrated disinfectant for use on 
all surfaces, also suitable for vegetable 

washing. Effective against a wide
 spectrum of micro-organisms.

Concentrated heavy duty powder for 
periodic cleaning of fryers, grill extractors 
and drains. Powerful alkali action removes 

even heavily carbonised soil.

Liquid destainer/presoaker formulated for 
removal of stubborn stains from cups and 
crockery. Effectively assists in the removal 

of burnt on food residues and starch. 

Suma Shine Powder destainer/presoaker is 
formulated for removal of stubborn stains 
from cups and crockery. Also suitable for 

soaking of plastic materials.


